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SAMPLE SCORE



ISOTOPICAL 
 

Daryl McKenzie 

 

Duration: 3’40”               Level:  1.5 
 

Program Notes:  

A funky and fun chart for your rhythm section to groove on.  Playing catchy melodies and catchy rhythmic phrases, each section of the band gets a short 

unison soli passage. Written during the 2020 Covid-19 pandemic, Isotopical is a play on words. Written and maybe played in isolation, a topical name, 

unstable or radioactive isotopes are used in medicine and perhaps could contribute to a cure for this virus and end our feeling of isolation – Isotopical! 

Performance Notes:  

The groove of this chart, sometimes coined as “Nu Funk”, relies on a bounced (swung) 16th feel. It was inspired by a tune by the band Featurecast called 

“Dangerously Happy”.  The subdivisions are the trickiest aspect of this chart. Try singing the rhythms as a group so everyone feels the phrases before 

attempting to play them. Take care with the note durations – short and long notes have been indicated using accents (hat accents are always short), staccato 

and tenuto marks. 

Be careful not to overplay the unison passages – often less is more to maintain a good section sound. The fall off at [D] should be a long fall. 

The guitar part contains many single note riffs – these are important to the groove so make sure your guitarist plays the correct lines. The electric piano part is 

not easy to play with a repetitive single note phrase that is a constant in the groove. 

The bass guitar part has been written at a level consistent with the grade level, however, if your bass player is more advanced, they could improvise a little 

around the written part but remember, as Bootsy Collins often said, “it’s all about the 1”. The drum part is a basic guide and could also be interpreted to sound 

less machine-like than it is literally written. The percussion part is designed for a conga player but a band with multiple percussionists could add other 

instruments consistent with funk – shakers, tambourine etc. 

There are no improvised solo sections, however a creative band director could insert a section or substitute one of the solis for a solo if so desired.  

About the Composer:  

Daryl McKenzie is Musical Director of the Daryl McKenzie Jazz Orchestra (DMJO) and formerly the Victoria Police Showband, Melbourne Australia. He 

has worked extensively as an educator directing ensembles at all school levels and is a lecturer at the Australian Institute of Music and the Defence Force 

School of Music. 

Daryl works as a freelance composer, arranger, trombonist and conductor. He has worked on national television shows including Hey Hey It's Saturday and 

Dancing with the Stars and has orchestrated and conducted Australian and international movie scores including The Truman Show, Red Dog, and The 

Sapphires. 

Daryl's undergraduate studies in music were at the Victorian College of the Arts and North Texas State University. He holds a Master of Education (Music) 

from RMIT University. 

N.B. Please include the details of this work in the Performing Rights Return or send details of the performance to the publisher 
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